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Only speakers built this well can sound this good

Some applications require surface mounted speakers. Supplied with color-matched
brackets, the L200e and L300e
take a minimum of space but
still deliver clarity and punch.
Imagination

is the only limit to

the colors you can choose.
Perforated metal grilles and
extruded aluminum cabinets
come with a lightly textured

The most important advantage aldlsl speakers have is
aldlsf drivers. The unison technology has made it possible to design and build tweeters for the Architectural
series loudspeakers with exceptionally low coloration
and distortion. These one-inch copolymer dome tweeters have been developed with proprietary computer
optimization programs which give them the ability to
resolve musical detail and draw a solid, lifelike stereo
image.

finish ideal for painting.

Advanced unison woofer designs use new materials
and voice coil technology to improve efficiency, extend
linearity and deliver rich bass without exaggeration.
These changes also insure that the mid frequencies are
clear and exact. It is this attention to detail that puts the
aldlsl loudspeakers in a class far removed from the imitations that only look like them.

aldlsl computer optimized crossover networks seamlessly integrate individual drivers. Built on glass epoxy
boards using computer-grade components, aldlsl networks are an important part of every system's performance. Drivers, crossovers and enclosures function in
concert as a single component.

The right aidisl architectural loudspeaker for every application

L200e. The L200e is the most compact of all aldlsf
loudspeakers, but its sound belies its stature. A direct
descendant of the original minispeaker, the L200e
offers a remarkable level of sonic performance for such
a compact cabinet. A strong, non-resonant extruded
aluminum housing encases the Stifflite® woofer and the
aldlsl unison copolymer dome tweeter-the
carefully
crafted driver complement that has become the standard against which all others are measured. The L200e
is the choice when you need maximum sound from
minimum space.
Everyaldlslloudspeaker (from
the most compact in-wall
system to the largest monitor)
is built to the same exacting
standards, bringing high performance sound to every room
in your home.

L300e. The extruded aluminum cabinet and handmade
drivers are family traits that are shared by the aldlsl
L300e. The L300e's cabinet and woofer dimensions are
increased only slightly over the L200e, yet the capability
for deeper bass and higher playing levels is substantially
stretched. The L300e, with its 5-1/4-inch woofer, brings
richer sound and concert hall levels to rooms where you
want the sound to be plentiful even though the space
isn't. Both the L200e and L300e come complete with
matching mounting brackets and hardware for wall or
ceiling installations.

L400e. The L400e is the largest of the aldlsl architectural loudspeakers. The two-way system will actually fit
on a bookshelf, or for surround sound applications, it
can be mounted on a wall by using the optional WB400
bracket. The linearity and bass reach of the L400e make
it ideal for use with the aldlsl subwoofers. Finishes
include a lightly textured off-white lacquer or a premium straight-grained walnut veneer with solid wood
corner bolsters.
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In-wall specifications

C300i/s. The C300i/s is the original loudspeaker
designed for flush mounting. The driver complement is
virtually identical to the aldlsl SAT5 system, but the
woofer is adapted for infinite baffle installation. Starting
with unison drivers and computer optimized networks,
it is the industry's benchmark speaker. Even its form
contributes to performance; the physical configuration
of the system places the drivers close to the mounting
surface to minimize diffraction effects which color the
sound and distort the image.
C400ils. The critically acclaimed C400i/s combines a 6inch copolymer woofer with the unison one-inch dome
tweeter to give it the ability to fill even large spaces
with clear, powerful sound. Its deeper bass response
and high playing levels deliver a performance comparable to larger free-standing speakers without taking floor
space. It is the right solution for installations where you
want full-range performance unobtrusively.
The aid/sf Architectural series provides design, flexibility
and a carefully considered range of choices. But with
a/d/sl there is one choice you don't have to make:
whether or not to have the best possible sound reproduction wherever you want.

C300ils

C400ils

Frequency response

50-20,000Hz, ±3dB. *

42-20,000Hz, ±3dB.*

Impedance

4 Ohms, nominal.

4 Ohms, nominal.

Efficiency

90dB SPLfrom 2.8 VRMS
(" 1 Watt") pink noise input,
measured at 1 meter. *

91dB SPLfrom 2.8 VRMS
(" 1 Watt") pink noise input,
measured at 1 meter. *

Driver complement

• One 25mm/l" unison
copolymer tweeter.
• One 131mm/5.25" proprietary
polymer woofer.

• One 25mm/l" unison
copolymer tweeter.
• One 153mm/6" proprietary
polymer woofer.

Crossover

2000Hz with 12dB per octave
slopes.

2000Hz with 12dB per octave
slopes.

Power rating

100 Watts maximum peak
program.

100 Watts maximum peak
program.

Recommended amplifier
power

5 Watts minimum, 100 Watts
maximum.

5 Watts minimum, 100 Watts
maximum.

Shipping weight

4.2kg/9 lb.

5.6kg/12 lb.

Hardware

TR3Trim Ring includes
all necessaryhardware for normal installations.

Hardware kit with all hardware
needed for normal installation.

235 mm; 9 1/4
165 mm; 6 1/2"
68 mm; 211/16"

270 mm; 10 5/8
180 mm; 71/8"
94 mm; 311/16"

Dimensions
Height
Width
Depth

*Measured in a typical listening room.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

On-wall specifications
L200e
Frequency

response

About aldlsl
L300e

85-20,000Hz,

±3dB. *

L400e

68-20,000Hz,

±3dB. *

60-20,000Hz,

aldis!, Analog & Digital Sys-

±3dB. *

tems, is an expanding

Impedance

4 Ohms, nominal.

4 Ohms, nominal.

4 Ohms, nominal.

Efficiency

88dB sPL from 2.8 VRMs
(" 1 Watt") pink noise in-put,
measured at 1 meter. *

90dB sPL from 2.8 VRMs
(" 1 Watt") pink noise input,

90dB SPL from 2.8 VRMS
(" 1 Watt") pink noise input,

Driver
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Power

2000Hz
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rating
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Shipping
Hardware

Dimensions
Height
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Depth

• One 25mm/1" unison
copolymer tweeter.
• One 1 04mm/4" Stifflite
woofer.

weight

with

12dB per octave

50 Watts maximum
gram.
amplifier

5 Watts minimum,
maximum

peak ~roc.

measured

at 1 meter.

• One 25mm/1"
copolymer

75 Watts

with

Stifflite

12dB per octave

2000Hz

sciences of physics, chemistry
and acoustics.

with Linkwitz-Riley

design 24dB per octave slopes.
maximum,

peak pro-

100 Watts

maximum,

peak

75 Watts

5 Watts minimum,
maximum.

8.8kg/19 lb.

11.6kg/25 lb.

Swivel bracket and all hardware
for surface mounting.

Swivel bracket and all hardware
for surface mounting.

WB400.

175 mm; 6 7/8"
109 mm; 43/8"

220 mm; 8 11/16"

300 inm; 11 13/16"

153 mm; 6"
150 mm; 5 7/8"

193 mm; 7 5/8"
200 mm; 7 7/8"

Optional

mounting

aldlsl offers a carefully thoughtout line loudspeakers and
electronic components for the
home, for professional applications and for automotive use.

program.

5 Watts minimum,
maximum.

75 Watts

bracket,

.
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One Progress Way
Wilmington,
Massachusetts
01887
USA
617.729.1140
319-0152

*Measured in a typical listening room.
Specifications subject to change without
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musical enjoyment, and it is
always firmly grounded in the

copolymer tweeter.
• One 178mml7" Stifflite

5.6kg/12 lb.

123 mm; 4 7/8"

At aldlsl, advanced technology
is always at the service of

at 1 meter. *

woofer.

gram.
50 Watts

measured

• One 25mm/1 " unison

unison

tweeter.

• One 131mm/5.25"
woofer.
2000Hz
slopes.

*

young

high-technology
American
company with roots in European craftsmanship
and design.
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